by Dr. Edward OM

My Vote
End Game NOW

INTRODUCTION
Always start with the END in mind ‘to make a path that leads to it’s
understanding’, as Steven Covey told us so clearly.
END GAME, means just that; ‘The End’ as most people would thinkconceptualize it, and, unfortunately for so many reasons ‘Fear’ it the most.
UNFORTUNATELY, we the human species are for all the reasons we will see
along out path, a failure; albeit just as a science experiment at our body level
and not at our soul-spirit level. (Some say we are a experiment of Sirius our
central sun). Our soul-spirit is that spark of OM our creator and is immortal,
just as the universe is. OM is the sound vibration of creation-expansion, which
is life itself as LOVE.
n.b. if you are not one that believes ‘we are a soul-spirit (spark of OM-creator)
experiencing life in a ‘rented’ human suit’; or that we will all re-incarnate
‘somewhere as some living organism; from life to life; (being as a spark =
energy of OM, as we are immortal just as energy is), then you should stop
reading now.
FEAR is our worse-toughest enemy against ‘being all we can be, living life as
the best we can’. It is a lack of love of ‘the gnosis of a soul-spirit-spark of OM’.
In clear concise words ‘fear is from the lack of OM in our heart-mind-bodylife’; and our path will explain ‘why?’.
IN THE BEGINNING
OM the sound vibration created the heavens and all in the cosmos. It was not
the ‘god’ of Judaism-Christianity-Islam as depicted in the Old Testament
(which is just a really cool History Book on the Anunnaki coming to earth,
creating our present body via DNA manipulation and all that happened there
after); it was a big bang of energy spreading out, expanding, being
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Love=Creating soul-spirits-sparks of itself, that can be understood via the
‘fluxion process’.
Now creation starts to expand as ‘the Totality of Primary Consciousness’, or
simply put, OM energy starts conscious movement-vibration to make forms we
see all around us today, and in other dimensions if we know how-where to
look.
As the pattern will be repeated throughout the cosmos, we will look at our solar
system in relation to us. Other dimensions exist, but we will only slightly touch
on them along the path. For now we have planets and their energy to look at.
Remember, OM=Energy (the sound vibration thereof to be more precise).
Everything is energy, therefore, everything is OM.
PLANETARY STUFF
We can let science have their way with all of the chemical-physics etc stuff to
planetary formation. Suffice it to say that there is some type of ‘intelligent
design’ behind it all. Science wants to control it because they fear it and lack
love for it. Spirituality already loves it and just wants to live it.
Each planet has it’s own vibration and harmonics, which the ‘ancient of days’
in the East gave names to, in reverence-respect to each one’s life giving
properties. (Such as Lord Gabriel of the Moon etc). Just as the moon moves the
‘tides’ in and out, (also affecting our bodies that are some 80% water), each
planet has an affect on our body; always in duality for energy to exist. What we
do with that energy once we cap it, is dependant on our state of mind and body.
The Sun being the center planet around which all revolves, is like the main
energy-OM emitter, all the while for us earthlings, earth is the main capacitor
or receiving station.
OUTSIDERS
In our ‘known’ part of the cosmos science has told us of the various planets,
asteroids etc, as well as a few things outside our planetary system. Funny thing
is they never mention ‘extra-terrestrials’ let alone ‘extra-dimensionals’. Why?
Most likely answer is FEAR. Fear as in fight or flight and-or fear as in losing
power-control over us, least the truth be known.
Let us at least be honest-open-direct, other life forms do exist all over the
cosmos. Can we be that arrogant; narcissistic to think we are the only ones?
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(Well yes we can-do, but that is for later). Like it or not, fearful of it or not,
Anunnaki were those that ‘fell from the sky’; amongst many others. Why?
GOLD & DNA
The ancient story of Mesopotamia (well documented in the Old Testament ‘to
the history of the Anunnaki or Nephilm) tells us that gold was needed to help
them repair the atmosphere on their home planet Nibiru; which they managed
to start destroying from the lack of ‘Living Harmonically with their Planet’.
Pollution will easily do that in a material sense as well as a spiritual one. (Just
as is happening here and now on planet earth).
The ‘records in stone’ stories of all that happened takes us back some 450,000
years B.C.E. to around the time when Cro-Magnon made a great big
evolutionary leap to our present ‘human bodily form’.
The stone writings ‘cuneiforms’ and other tablets-paintings explain that life
started to become boring and too hard for the Anunnaki workers (digging gold
underground having empty the Tigris-Euphrates rivers), that they needed to
have a smaller than themselves beings (they were in the 8-12 foot plus tall
range) that could do the work for them.
Just as there are some people smarter and more advanced than others, so it is
with any entity in our cosmos. Anunnaki were much further advanced that even
where we are at present.
By taking their DNA and that of Cro-Magnon they were able to create our
present body by ‘selection of DNA manipulation’. Just as we have started to
do. The actual body shape that we would have today had ‘evolution not been
genetically manipulated’, is that of ‘bigfoot-sasquatch-yeti’. (If you need to see
the science on all of this watch Lloyd Pike on Youtube).
When splicing their DNA with ours, they made sure a lot of ‘it was turned off’,
least we become ‘as the gods themselves’. (Having manipulated DNA to make
our bodies, they called themselves ‘gods’, ‘creators’ when in fact all they did
was as ‘transformers’).
ANUNNAKI MANNERISMS
It is from the Anunnaki themselves that we have been given-awakened-attained
the multitude of ‘egotistical’ manners we are living a pandemic of today. (Sure
we have the basic bio-chemistry of all cellular life ‘eat or be eaten’ a.k.a.
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predation but that is only lower unconscious actions). Here is what ‘the written
in stone’ stories tell of-about them: (remember before DNA manipulation
humanoids, Cro-Magnon was an herbivore living in harmony with nature).
• Anu (god in the Old Testament) became king of the Anunnaki through a
lot of skullduggery.
• On earth, Anu had to split up his sons Enlil and Enki (yes in fact the
biblical Cain and Abel) as they were constantly bickering-fighting, that
eventually they had wars against each other, forcing the humans that were
in awe of their highly advanced weapons-technology to pick sides. (If
you’re not for us then you are against us, just as it is today).
• Their method of hierarchy, choosing how the bloodline would flow
included the first born of brother-sister union as the highest
contender. (Starting to see a clear picture of weakness in the brain
after a few generations of this inbreeding; just as many cultures
have done since the last 5k years, albeit one step removed due to
moral and not genetic implications).
• They were known for attacking the genitals in hand to hand combat; to
castrate the bloodline.
• While the workers themselves (those that ‘married the daughters so fair’)
seemed much like the masses of humans today, peaceful; the elite
running the settling-creating of the cradle of civilization ‘Sumerian’ were
just as our 1% elite rulers today are: egotistical, arrogant, and so very
much ‘Psychopaths’; creating so many humans that ‘wanna be’ just like
them. (Now we have a clearer idea of where these traits come from, as
they are all learned manners, like father to son, and how they are being
perpetuated by continuously weakened bloodlines). While the soul-spirit
is always the key to life, living in a weakening body is problematic in the
least.
• To say that the Anunnaki appeared to be war-mongers is only part of it;
there is growing evidence that around the world, on each continent we
find amazing advanced technology in both written and artifact forms.
However, while not all so far shows to be of Anunnaki design (thus the
logical rational of various other ‘intelligent beings’ inter-acting with us),
most of the depictions of war-battles are Anunnaki in design. (Especially
those from Mediterranean to Asia). All of these advanced technology
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weapons show themselves to be their design and written accounts depict
their direct usage. Just like we are doing today. From herbivore CroMagnon to Sumerian and our constantly seeking to make war. History
repeating itself ?
• When the Anunnaki left earth, (did they all really leave ?) to finally
return home to Nibiru, they in fact ‘nuked’ all of their space-control
stations (those extremely large blocks of stones found all around the
middle-east look just like landing pads for-from space ships) to ensure
the advanced technology and weapons were not left behind for us to use.
Just like we do now when warring in another country and then pulling
out, devastation is left behind. (It is written in stone, those ancient tablets,
that the Sinai was once a fertile crescent, before the nuclear explosions of
some 3,000 to 5,000 years ago, at which point it turned into the ‘glassdessert’ unlike other deserts, and the winds carrying the radiation wiped
out ‘the cradle of civilization’; that turned all cities into deserted dust
towns. Just as we have done in our short, some 3000 years of our own
war-mongering. ‘Like Father, god, Like Son’).
• Just as with all races-countries-areas of life, there were some kinder-nicer
Anunnakis, like the Enki camp. But, the more psychopathic Enlil camp
would always find a way to start a war and bring about death and
destruction. (He really hated the humans they DNA made). Just as we are
doing today.
• The higher up the bloodline to the top royalty in the Anunnaki, the more
they showed themselves to have little control over their sexual appetite.
Coercing-threatening humans to give in to their sexual wants, was as
rampant as the stories of the gods of Olympus, who were in fact the
Anunnaki; and just like we have been doing-seeing more and more as the
wars escalate, OM is missing from our-combaters lives and our
narcissism seeks dominance over the fairer sex.
It is amazing to see the direct ‘Father to Son learned behavior patterns of the
Anunnaki to us present humanoids-earthlings’, in that as they left-ended in vast
massive destruction, so are we doing the same. AND, ironically mostly in the
same area the Anunnaki once inhabited. Is it, could it be, ‘just history repeating
itself’?
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REINCARNATION
‘Energy can neither be created nor destroyed only transformed’! We are
energy. More precisely we-our-soul-spirit is a spark of energy from the Central
Point of it all. OM! So when the best before date of our human suit is reached,
off comes the shell and onward to reincarnate again.
Too many of us earthlings really don’t like this part at all. They either choose
‘this is it and this is all’, so live life to the fullest that you can get as there is
nothing once you’re dead. OR, they believe ‘when I die, I will be sitting next to
my messiah-savior in paradise, thank god’.
Besides, who wants to think that maybe in some past life-lives they were really
not a nice person; maybe even a war-monger or sexual predator, narcissistpsychopath? Maybe one of the first to worship ‘god-Anu’ and fight for the
Enlil camp!
Moving closer to present times, maybe last incarnation they were military
people who tortured and abused others. So this life roles are reversed and
‘karma must be balanced’. It really is a cosmic law that the East has known for
eons, but the West is too arrogant to accept as fact.
Energy is energy. OM is it all. Energy is duality and what we do with it is up to
each of us. OM is the Totality of it all, neither good nor bad, OM-Energy is life.
Where we will reincarnate is unknowable; but following Maurice Cotterell’s
‘sun science’ and Edgar Cayce’s ‘Past Lives Astrology’ we can get a very clear
picture as what the probabilities are.
AGRICULTURIZATION AS OUR DOWNFALL
As strange as it seems, when the cradle of civilization ‘Mesopotamia’ was
agriculturized by the Anunnaki, supposedly for our ‘the new humanoids’
benefit, it was in fact the start of our greatest downfall for many reasons.
• Moving from ‘in harmony with nature’ as hunter gathers to ‘mass
producing’ took us away from the earth to make us ‘workers for-of
commercialization’.
• The whole of our day to day, season to season dynamics changed to
being controlled by over lords. Most were minimally egotistical (saw
themselves as gods, or appointed by god; Anu et al that is) and some
were psychopathic.
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• The Story of B will give a clearer explanation of just how
‘agriculturization’ has lead to our present massive over population and all
the inherent hardships it contains. The least of which is BigAgri
controlling world food supply as Monsanto is hell being on completing.
Roundup GMO! One wonders if it was not all a setup from the
beginning. Time-future actions will tell, and if so for what reasons.
AFTER DOMINATED BLOODLINES, OUR PRESENT STATE
Prior to the year zero 0 of our common era, there were many ‘messiahs’ that
showed up in various parts of the world, to help us evolving humans. From
ancient artifacts and written as well as verbal insights, some were in fact the
same ‘being’ that left one place once their mission there was completed, and
went to help in another area on earth.
As there are hundreds to thousands of things such as ancient pyramids dating as
far back as 40,000 years ago, it is an interesting concept to contemplate, ifhow-why-when was it ‘extra-terrestrials’ that came for a visit, stayed for a
awhile and help start us on the path we are now on. History Channel’s ‘Ancient
Aliens’ sheds a lot of light on our past, as well as our last 2,000 years.
J.C. (Jesus the Christ one of our divine friends) was born as a human and
‘awakened-enlightened’ his soul-spirit to be all that he can be, a ‘super-human’.
Yes it was all in unison with his wife Mary Magdelan, without whom he could
not attain his ‘Christification’! That is where and why all the talk of dual
energies in meditation and tantrism comes from; but is so grossly suppressed by
those that rule the writings of history; just as it has continued to this day.
J.C. the Messiah is the exact representation of those that came before him: all
where born on Dec 25th of a virgin mother etc etc. They were all human born
and brought their soul-spirit to the highest spiritual level ‘Devine Godliness’.
Then of course the powers (egotists that is) took over and created-organized a
movement that fit their agenda.
By organizing religion to suit their view of ‘how to control’ the masses, the
elite back then started the modern concept of public relations (i.e. how to
influence the masses) that itself could be traced back to the cradle of
civilization.
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Since the creation of our present ‘human suit’ via DNA manipulation, there has
always been a group of elite, that had us ‘mind-think’ of them as ‘gods’; after
all did they not create us? Our body at least!
Our soul-spirit is ‘untouchable’ by them and they know it. So by having us all
see them as ‘gods’ and ‘fear-mongering’ our mind (a.k.a. our bio-body) into
submission (closing up the light, going into sleep-walking state), the soul-spirit
was out of the picture.
By the time of the middle-ages, the egotism of ‘royal bloodlines’ (started by the
Anunnaki’s first ‘to human’s born’ half-bred Abraham) was showing it’s true
narcissism for what it was, psychopathic. Hunter-gathers were now ‘organizedfarmers’ paying ‘alms’ to the over-lords as all became serfs; workers in
servitude to the ‘elite’, just as we are still doing today.
Once the ‘elite’ finally accepted the science of earth being round with other
continents, they started their campaigns of ‘conquering’. Just as the Anunnaki
had us treating-seeing them as ‘gods’, the explorers brought the ‘bible’ a.k.a.
the ‘History Book’ with them as proof that they were ‘gods’ as well. ‘Like
Father like son’ Anunnaki-Enlil would be proud of his ‘bloodline’ to know just
how much they emulated him, just as all children do their ‘parents-caregivers’.
By the late 1800’s industrial revolution hit; just as agriculturization did in
Mesoptamia; and then the 1900’s saw ‘high technological’ advancements to the
point of, where weaponry reminds us so much of what the Anunnaki and other
‘extra-terrestrials’ visitors were using.
With ‘nuclear capabilities’ have we not really come full circle, and in seeking
to populate other planets, getting ready to leave here after we ‘nuke’ the place
just as Anu et al did?
AND WHAT OF OUR SOUL-SPIRIT?
Being a spark of conscious energy, that ‘OM’ is the ‘Totality of all’; our soulspirit being ‘immortal’ is not worried about our future in this incredible cosmos
we share with so many other ‘beings’, intelligent or not, just like us earthlings.
Of late, science has started to use the term ‘the observer’ to denote something
within us that when ‘observing’ some test or action, can influence the outcome.
It is pushing science beyond its limits that they have labeled ‘normal to natural
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laws’. Magik as it seems, which is just an action science has yet to figure out
how something works and thus how to control it.
The ‘observer’ in question is what we can call our ‘higher-self’. Not our ego,
super-ego that is a biological energy from our predationism, but our soul-spirit
that is the ‘spark of OM within’, observing and inter-facing the best it can with
our rented human suits. It does not force us to do anything, in contrast to our
‘over-lord elite puppet-masters’; but is sends us all the ‘situations’ to ‘awakenenlighten’ us to be all that we can be, here and now. It really is what life is all
about, that cannot be denied.
Sure, depending on the state of our ‘ego’ which can and mostly does,
completely ignore our ‘soul-spirit’ for the instant gratification the ego seeks. It
all comes down to choosing between ‘living’ and our ego wants versus what
our ‘soul-virtues’ need. We choose all the time by the choices we make in
every situation. Just remember the ‘public relations’ started way back with the
Anunnaki, is still going stronger and stronger as in ‘mind-control’ and
subliminal advertising.
So, who’s in the driver’s seat; ego or soul?
Aside from any places not ‘touched-affected’ by our so called civilization, we
earthlings are living a mass ‘unbeknownst to us’ pandemic-hysteria of
narcissism that has moved from sociopath to psychopathic; as the mass of us
are ready to kill for what we believe; from our point of truth of our ‘god’ (Anu)
being the only real ‘one-god’. We as a species, albeit with a ‘jumped-started’
DNA human suit have hit a brick wall, just as a narcissist deep-down inside is
want to be; that is to fail and thus prove to itself ‘its’ life long song ‘I am not
worth it’, loveable or anything else.
OM via our soul-spirit spark is only unconditional love for all energies, sadly
the ego (thanks mostly to the Anunnaki, and, incidentally why the 1% elite
‘bloodline’ of Enlil are happy) is in the drivers seat, heading downhill (to hell
as it were) towards a wall, and the breaks are failing.
Can we wake up in time to save ourselves, our human suit body that is? As we
are in fact our soul-spirit and immortal there of, does it really matter?
RECAP
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• OM (our creator or intelligent designer) is energy; which is everywhere in
everything thus the Totality of Primary Consciousness. Our soul-spirit
within is a ‘spark’ of it and thus should be conscious of ‘being part of
everything everywhere’. What we do with it is ‘our free-will’.
• There exist other dimensions and hierarchies of energies (OM being made
manifest) that are all around us. And, as a spark of energy ourselves, we
are all connected, even if we have yet to gnosis just how it works.
• Our solar system has immutable laws and others we are yet to understand
the gnosis thereof.
• Our cosmos is teeming with life, some more, some less, advanced than us;
many which have already visited us, and left. Or did they all really leave?
• We, ‘human beings’ (body that is) were formed from DNA manipulation
of Anunnaki design and the then earthlings (Cro-Magnon). They only
allowed part of their genes to be activated, ‘least we try to be like the
gods themselves’, yet are not the 1% elite today trying to be ‘just like
them’?
• All things we see-live as negative is just the paradox of duality and is
lacking ‘OM=LOVE’.
• We were enslaved as serfs and that was the biggest start to our
suppression-repression-depressed soul-spirit.
• Industrialization brought us deeper into enslavement, and then adding on
the ‘fear’ of wars our egos took over the driver’s seat in a crisis of
survival of our person.
• High-New-Advanced technology brought with it High-Advanced
manners of egotistical ways of being. The soul-spirit was-is fully
repressed and even all the so-called ‘new age things’ were simply another
form of narcissist fed-supply.
• The ‘1% elite-illuminati-puppetmasters-banksters-industrial-militarycomplex-New-World-Order’ movers and shakers control it all with
‘money’ (the pure narcissistic fed-supply) which is a ‘fiat currency’
(created out of thin air, just like magic) and, until it completely disappears
world wide, nothing can-will ever change.
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• Humans are ‘petrified with fear’ of firstly losing anything materialistic
they (their ego) have acquired and secondly ‘gnosising’ any truth that
would in fact shock them awake to ‘what is really happening’ around and
to them. Death would be easier to handle.
CONCLUSION
If we lived each moment consciously, with OM-LOVE in our hearts and mind,
then we would not be at-in the present state we are. If we were not so
disconnected from our higher-soul-spirit-self we could have a fighting chance
to make it all better.
If we stopped living-hoping that some ‘miraclized super something’ will save
us, we would be facing the realities head-on.
If we took our heads out of the sand, here and now, we’d really see how
desolate we have made mother earth, and how much death and destruction is
what we really are.
AND, if, more to the point when we stop being our materialism, then and only
then will we scream for deliverance, which will not come.
MY VOTE is for END GAME NOW, to avoid further killing of mother earth
and maiming-death-destruction all in the name of our ego, because our soulspirit was put in jail-asleep and in some cases has gone A.W.O.L, itself not
needing to see the human suits final count down.
Sure all the cute positive sayings can make us feel good, and give ‘egoically
wanted’ hope for a better tomorrow. BUT,
Honestly, I cannot see how that can be, having lost ‘OM=LOVE’…..
AND NOW THE FAT LADY WILL SING…..
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